It is not surprising, therefore, that the same techniques are used in computer graphics to produce animations and "fly-throughs" of various models and scenes. Having a "camera" that moves around a scene in a natural way can be extremely effective and convincing. For example, imagine a computer animation of Ratanga Junction's Cobra in operation. Would it be more convincing if it used: 1. A stationary camera watching from the side, or 2. A camera "mounted" in the front-seat, going through each corner and loop itself?
The aim of this project is to facilitate the motion (changes in position and orientation) of a camera in a graphical scene. A system must be developed that will allow a user to specify various parameters defining the motion. The system must then calculate and return the resulting camera position and orientation for any time interval the user requires.
For example, the system could allow something like: 
G.renderScene(); }
The above example would specify a circular camera motion centered at (10.0, 10.0, 10.0) with a radius of 2.5 and a period of 12.0 time units. The camera would be orientated to point at the center of the circle at all times. The for loop simply gets the position and orientation each 1.5 time units and tells the graphics subsystem to use them (see Figure 1) . Please note that this project will only require the implementation of the motion system ie. GraphSys or its equivalent will be provided.
The system should provide facilities for motion paths including straight-lines, circles (or arcs) and other common curves. The system should be able to combine these motions (eg. A helix path formed by moving in a circle with a center point that is translated up or down; or a segmented path formed by consecutive straight-lines). Extra marks will be given for additional features such as:
• Motion curves defined by splines.
• Options for speed and acceleration along the curves.
• Separate animation script files that can be loaded.
Provided
• A separate "driver" program will be provided for testing and demonstration purposes. It will use your routines to produce a "fly-through" of some scene. • References to the appropriate algorithms and techniques.
• Any algorithm required that falls beyond the scope of the project.
• Advice and feedback from the supervisors.
• Possible access to graphics workstations.
Recommendations
This project will require good programming abilities and an understanding of basic computer graphics principles. Although the theoretical aspects will not be overly complex, a sound mathematical background may prove be beneficial.
Platform
There are no specific platform requirements for the project at this time, although it may be advantageous to use a platform that has support for a graphics API such as OpenGL.
1. A system (eg. a set of C++ routines or classes) that allows a user to specify a path and an associated orientation for a camera in a computer graphics scene. The resulting motion of the camera along the path will facilitate an animation -a "fly-through" -of the scene. NB. You do not have to produce the actual animation.
2. A report detailing the techniques used and the results and conclusions emerging from your implementation.
3. A demonstration of the project to the supervisors.
